ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOMS

MAC D115, MAC D111, CLE A127, CLE C109
CLE A127: Instructor Technology Panel

This panel is locked.

Please press the "Unlock" button inside the instructor cabinet to unlock this panel.
CLE A127: Instructor Technology Panel
CLE A127: Furniture on wheels for traditional lecture, flipping or group work
CLE A127: Furniture on wheels for traditional lecture, flipping or group work
CLE A127: Lots of Writable Spaces
CLE A127: Writable walls for instructor and Video Data Projectors
• Please do not write on any walls
• Use the markers in the room or other dry erase markers
• Writable walls are the glass walls that say: Writable Surface and the front of the room
• Email tilhelp@uvic.ca for any feedback about the room